
 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Doug, 

Traci Greenberg <traciwilliams@mac.com> 
Friday, February 27, 2009 9:44 AM 
Greenberg, Douglas 
Fwd: email 

I love you a ton. This has been a busy year of marriage and adjustments for all and I think we've come through 
well. I am really happy about the life we are building. 
As I mentioned before, I am extremely concerned about the negative impact  has on ALL ofus.  

 

I am serious about being in this for the long haul and as such, I want things to improve, not get worse as I fear 
they are getting. 

I am seeing Greg Hamilton on Monday to help with my own feelings about this. He's good with practical advice 
too, but I am not going to be able to solve this one through the power of positive thinking and doing the right 
thing. 

Could you please reach out to Peter Bunch -- feel free to share this email with him. 

Couple points I would like to make: 

* Ignoring  bad behavior -- such as the phone call and  nearly hitting me with her car-- didn't stop 
things. 

* Reaching out to in a respectful way (as many recommended)-- trying to share with  that I too had my 
kids spend time with  and trying to reassure  that I wasn't trying to be a "mom" to them -- didn't 
work either. 

* Asking  to stop emailing me doesn't work. 

* As a woman and mother -- allegations of abuse against women are horrible. False ones even worse. The fact 
that  openly admits  tells people this about you is NOT OK. It doesn't just hurt you or me. You are a 
stepfather to a teenage girl and teenage son. Hannah hears EVERYTHING. This is not the reputation anyone 
wants.  I can't believe something can't be done to stop this. 

*  behavior is no longer targeted at just you Doug.  corralled Alex at a football game and launched 
into stories. Hannah watched the whole thing. Alex later called me with questions, as he was very confused by 
what  said. Hannah and I have had to sit through events where turns and points and stares at us.  
refused to give Hannah's soccer uniform back after I mistakenly sent it over with  stuff. 

*  told people I was stalking  This couldn't be farther from the truth. We purposely chose not to live in 
 neighborhood. I have declined to be a member of the gym  belongs to (even though I have many friends 

there and it would be nice). I don't jog or drive by her house ( as  does here). I don't bad mouth  and in 
fact work hard to change the subject when inevitably people want to share "  horror stories." 

I feel I am doing all the right things and still the situation is deteriorating. 
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